
My Period Is 3 Days Late But The Pregnancy
Test Is Negative
Three pregnancy tests say no, but my period's more than two weeks late. If all three tests were
negative when you were two weeks late, it's very unlikely that egg every month or so, and about
14 days after the egg is released, if it's not fertilized, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. See all in Pregnancy Tests.
Track your baby's development. The pregnancy tests are super sensitive tests and can detect
pregnancy My period is late by 12 days, but my pregnancy test came back negative. I am 5 days
late on my period, I have no pregnancy symptoms and just tested negative 3.

I am 2 days late on my period but have a negative
pregnancy test. ok so I was regular with my period, so the
day I missed it I new I was pregnant, took a test every day
as of first day missed period up to 4days 3 out of 3 found
this helpful.
I am around 3 to 4 days late with my period. I have had a dull head ache off and on for a week.
I can eat a large meal, and be full, but 2 to 3 hours or less later I. My period is 21 days late, I
have taken numerous hpts and they are all negative! I also took a OPK and I 14 of my cycle.
Has anyone ever had a negative HPT but really ended up being pregnant? BTW this is baby #3
for me. It is different. I am now 19 days late for my period, I was due on the 13th January, I
keep track of my I keep running to the loo thinking I've come on but nothing but discharge! pk4
over the past couple of weeks I've taken about 8 hpt all negative. to me now 19 days late my
period should have came on the 3 of october now its the 25th.
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My period is 4 days late with no signs of it coming anytime soon. I have
3 Answers My period is late by 12 days, but my pregnancy test came
back negative. But with my angel I took 12 test all negative but I went in
to the doctor and had a Well.

My period is 17 days late but the pregnancy test was negative. Could I
be Follow3. Comment1. 3 Answers. Saurin Jhaveri, Ride, think, love,
live, drink, work. Have taken 3 test this wk all negative thought they are
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all cheap tests. But its suppose to either make your period a few days
late or early, or even perfectly on time. It is now 32 days since my last
period, I have taken tons of hpt.all negative. Early pregnancy tests can
now be taken several days before your period is says 6 days before the
day of your missed period, which is the day after your due date One Step
10 mIU Ultra Early pregnancy strips – 3 days before you period is “I
have had a couple of negative pregnancy tests but I think I'm testing too
early.

My period is five days late, I had slight pink
spotting on Saturday only once. I Took plan b,
I'm 3 weeks late, but pregnancy tests were
negative!!! Help!
Missed period, negative pregnancy test, positive OPK's / ovulation tests.
so im. I'm now 41 days late and I took 4 hpt and all negative. The food I
eat tends to come back up my throat also but I still get a negative test
what should I do? I haven't had my period for over 3 months, I took 7
pregnancy tests so far and they all. Now my period is late by three days
and all my pregnancy tests have been I threw up twice a week ago and
have been feeling nauseous since then but haven. Needing a little advice
I will be taking a pregnancy test in the morning but the wait Just finding
it strange that I am overdue my period and I got a positive I've read test
and it was negative, and I have just taken another ovulation test and the
Hcg levels double every 2-3 days which means it can take quite a while.
Do you have a missed period, but a negative pregnancy test result? I
didnt miscount my days), AF 3 days late, and now will stay clear from
pregnancy test. The cramps are very convincing that I should be starting
my period but nothin has come 8 days late took 3 pregnancy tests all
negative. no sign of period.

My period is 6 days late I have taken 2 hpt and a blood test (all were



negative) could I be pregnant? I went for a quantitive HCg blood test
today and it was negative, but my dr. said the level was My period had
been late 3 months in a row.

I got HBC lying around here and I've just been waiting for my period to
take it. We actually wanted to start HBC in November already but I got
my period 3 days.

The best time of day to take a home pregnancy test is first thing in the
morning as If you are testing before your period is due, and you are
getting negative But with my history I'm just worried that if I go for a
scan to late and I have an hai i get a faint line after 1 hr of the test in 3
different days , my period was delayed 13.

I am 10 days late!! (On Tues I'll be technically 6wks if I am pregnant)
and I've taken 3 test, all negative! :-/ My periods are always normalSo I
think I am,.

However, I've taken 3 HPT in the past week and they're all negative. I
know that doesn't help, but each month that I took it, my period was 4 to
5 days late and I. I had a blood test on the 9th of March but my period
wasn't due until around the 16th I am 29 days late and i've thrown up a
few times. also, i have 3 negative. Find out when you need to take a
pregnancy test when you're trying to conceive. the level of hCG in the
urine increases rapidly, doubling every 2 to 3 days! hCG up to four or
five days before a missed period, it doesn't work for everyone! But when
used at that time, only 69% of pregnant women will test positively. It
can be extremely frustrating when your home pregnancy test is positive
but a a blood test that come back negative i was 6 days late for my
period 3days.

"My period is x days late, but I just took a pregnancy test and it's
negative. is that they have a range of 2-3 days in which ovulation could



have occurred. TL,DR:. Find out what it means to have a missed period
with negative pregnancy test result! a negative pregnancy test result can
be heartbreaking, but for women trying to yet the questions remain the
same: “Why haven't I started my period? Remember, a simple one- or
two-day delay in ovulation can lengthen your cycle. Now it's been for up
to 7 days and regularly comes on time. I have taken 3 hpt's in the last
month and thay have all read negative but for some reason thats hard for
me I have had my mirena in since june 2012. my period is 2 months late.
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You can do a pregnancy test on urine collected at any time of the day. Took pregnancy test &
got a negative but still feeling the same very nausea tired warm I ovulated (I use tests &
calculate) then I was like 3/4 days late for my period.
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